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Orkut Scrap Helper [April-2022]

+ Automatic creation of
custom scraps + Flash
videos, mp3 and yahoo
smilies + Easy
customized text
alignment + Easy
customization of text size
+ Easy customization of
background color + Easy
insertion of unsorted
items into a scrap +
Supports images of any
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format (JPEG, GIF, PNG) +
Compatible with Flash
Player 9.0.124 + Fully
integrated into the new
Windows Vista interface +
Android and iPhone
compatible version
available Orkut Scrap
Helper is a smart utility
that allows you to create
your own customized
scraps and quickly share
it with your friends. The
project was created with
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simplicity in mind: the
user must create one or
more scraps with a
minimal effort. You can do
everything you want with
each scrap. Orkut Scrap
Helper is a smart utility
that allows you to create
your own customized
scraps and quickly share
it with your friends. The
project was created with
simplicity in mind: the
user must create one or
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more scraps with a
minimal effort. You can do
everything you want with
each scrap. Orkut Scrap
Helper is a smart utility
that allows you to create
your own customized
scraps and quickly share
it with your friends. The
project was created with
simplicity in mind: the
user must create one or
more scraps with a
minimal effort. You can do
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everything you want with
each scrap. Orkut Scrap
Helper is a smart utility
that allows you to create
your own customized
scraps and quickly share
it with your friends. The
project was created with
simplicity in mind: the
user must create one or
more scraps with a
minimal effort. You can do
everything you want with
each scrap. Orkut Scrap
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Helper is a smart utility
that allows you to create
your own customized
scraps and quickly share
it with your friends. The
project was created with
simplicity in mind: the
user must create one or
more scraps with a
minimal effort. You can do
everything you want with
each scrap. Orkut Scrap
Helper is a smart utility
that allows you to create
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your own customized
scraps and quickly share
it with your friends. The
project was created with
simplicity in mind: the
user must create one or
more scraps with a
minimal effort. You can do
everything you want with
each scrap. Orkut Scrap
Helper is a smart utility
that allows you to create
your own customized
scraps and quickly share
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it with your friends. The
project was

Orkut Scrap Helper 

----------------------------
*Supports Windows
XP/Vista/7/8 *Supports 64
Bit *Requires an internet
connection to download
Google fonts and smilies.
*Very easy to setup and
to use. *Supports MP3s,
Yahoo smilies and Flash
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videos. *Individual skins.
*Link to screenshots:
*Skinning of the included
text-editor: For questions,
feedback and bug report
please use the following
support forum: Or at my
contact page: Please
make sure to check out
the components I have
written! ==========
===============
======= Requirements
===============
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===============
== orkut scraper needs -
a Yahoo! user ID. orkut
scraper uses your the id
to sign-in (create) an
account on your name,
and the password to your
profile as an admin, so
your profile can be
scraped and exported to
csv - an internet
connection. - if you never
created an account, orkut
scraper will ask you to
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create a new one. - if you
do not have an internet
connection, enter a
network name, and
proceed with the
installation. @param
name Name of a yahoo
user you create so you
can use your profile as an
admin @param password
yahoo password used to
sign in to the profile
@param network name
you give to the scraper
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@param download_mp3
true or false, downloads
also the mp3. Default is
true. @author suhaib
www.3geeks.com
@author regizz
www.3geeks.com
@author suhaib
www.3geeks.com ====
=============
Example Usage ======
=========== There
are many ways to use this
program. Just look at the
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sample application, you
will get a good idea.
b7e8fdf5c8
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Orkut Scrap Helper X64

===Main Features===
Insert Flash videos, MP3
and Yahoo smilies in your
scraps. Replace the
preview text of your posts
with formatted text.
Override the text
alignment of your posts.
Automatically delete the
image extension from
your image before
uploading it.
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Automatically delete the
extension.php,.shtml
or.phtml from your
images. Automatically
remove the suffix.html
from your URLs.
Automatically remove the
suffix.php from your
URLs. Automatically
remove the suffix.htm
from your URLs.
Automatically remove the
suffix.htm from your
URLs. Automatically
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remove the suffix.html
from your URLs.
Automatically remove the
suffix.html from your
URLs. Automatically
remove the suffix.shtml
from your URLs.
Automatically remove the
suffix.shtml from your
URLs. Automatically
remove the suffix.php
from your URLs.
Automatically remove the
suffix.php from your
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URLs. Automatically
remove the suffix.php
from your URLs.
Automatically remove the
suffix.php from your
URLs. Automatically
remove the suffix.php
from your URLs.
Automatically remove the
suffix.php from your
URLs. Automatically
remove the suffix.php
from your URLs.
Automatically remove the
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suffix.php from your
URLs. Automatically
remove the suffix.php
from your URLs.
Automatically remove the
suffix.php from your
URLs. Automatically
remove the suffix.php
from your URLs.
Automatically remove the
suffix.php from your
URLs. Automatically
remove the suffix.php
from your URLs.
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Automatically remove the
suffix.php from your
URLs. Automatically
remove the suffix.php
from your URLs.
Automatically remove the
suffix.php from your
URLs. Automatically
remove the suffix.php
from your URLs.
Automatically remove the
suffix.php from your
URLs. Automatically
remove the suffix.php
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from your URLs.
Automatically remove the
suffix.php from your
URLs. Automatically
remove the suffix.php
from your URLs.
Automatically remove the
suffix.php from your
URLs. Automatically
remove the suffix.php
from your URLs.
Automatically remove the
suffix.php from your
URLs. Automatically
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remove the suffix.php
from your URLs.
Automatically remove the
suffix.php from your
URLs. Automatically
remove the suffix.php
from your URLs.
Automatically remove the
suffix.php from your
URLs.

What's New in the?

◆ It is straightforward to
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use, very easy to be setup
and the live preview is
also very helpful. ◆ You
can share your scraps on
Facebook, Twitter or other
popular social media
website. ◆ No need to
sign up or log in on
websites. ◆ Supports
most of the web browsers
like Internet Explorer,
Firefox, Opera, Chrome
and Safari. ◆ Quick
preview feature. ◆ Orkut
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Scrap Helper Help file is
also provided in case you
need some additional
help to use the app. ◆
Create and customize
scrap to like Facebook
status, story, website,
photo, picture, lyrics,
speech, quote and much
more. ◆ Choose HTML
format like H1, H2, H3,
and H4 and anchor tag. ◆
No link added, Orkut
Scrap Helper helps you
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create your own scrap by
replacing any words with
their URLs from any
website ◆ You can quickly
insert Flash videos, MP3
and even Yahoo smilies in
your scraps. ◆ Orkut
Scrap Helper also
provides possibilities to
customize the text font
and alignment. ◆
Supports most of the
websites, Like Google,
Yahoo, Twitter, Facebook,
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VK, Vkontakte, Google. ◆
No need to sign up or log
in on websites ◆ Supports
most of the browsers like
Internet Explorer, Firefox,
Opera, Chrome, Safari,
Black Berry, Windows
mobile. ◆ Quick preview
feature. ◆ You can share
your scraps on Facebook,
Twitter or other popular
social media website. ◆
No need to sign up or log
in on websites. ◆ Manage
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your list of scrap, you can
easily shuffle, rename or
delete your list. ◆ Set
content color, background
color and font, text color
and text background
color. ◆ You can quickly
change the language of
your scrap. ◆ You can
preview your scrap by
changing background and
font color. ◆ Work on the
trial version, no payment
required ◆ See Scrap In
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action here : ◆ Free
download for Android
version ◆ No adware, no
spyware, no malicious
software is available in
this app. �
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System Requirements For Orkut Scrap Helper:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7
/ 8 / 8.1 / 10 (64-bit)
Windows 7 / 8 / 8.1 / 10
(64-bit) Processor: 2.0
GHz multi-core processor
with 4.0 GB RAM 2.0 GHz
multi-core processor with
4.0 GB RAM Graphics:
DirectX 11 compatible
GPU with 1 GB VRAM
DirectX 11 compatible
GPU with 1 GB VRAM Hard
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Drive: 2 GB available
space 2 GB available
space Internet:
Broadband internet
connection
Recommended:
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